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The Chief Marketing Officer, reinvented

The evolution of the CMO

Chief Marketing Officers were once considered the “big idea” guys, focused on splashy ad
campaigns and the touchy-feely aspects of the brand.

1

Now CMOs are more often
drowning in data, courtesy
of ad agency suits. They’re
struggling to figure out which
marketing technologies
to purchase and how to
use them.

2

And they’re chasing down
management’s demands
to prove a return on
investment for that hefty
marketing budget.

3

The pressure is forcing CMOs
to not only define what the
customer experience should
be, but also make sure that
experience drives customer
loyalty—profitably.
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At the same time,
companies are
starting to organize
them themselves
around their
customers’ instead
of their own needs
and processes.

To succeed in a
customer-centric
organization, CMOs
must expand their
responsibilities and
knowledge beyond
traditional marketing.

2

This paper shares
practical insights on:
The transition of the
marketing organization.

The expanding role of the CMO
driven by customer demand.

Ways for CMOs to fnd
success in a customercentric environment.

Measuring success with
establishing customer centricity.

It’s time for the CMO
to fully embrace the
role of customer
advocate. Here’s how.
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The dawning of the
age of the customer
Once upon a time, marketing was defned solely as a
creative discipline.
The CMO used to spend the bulk of his or
her time building and communicating the
brand. Over the last couple of decades,
however, marketers have had to step up
their game to improve their understanding
of and ability to leverage data to not only
better target their customers but, more
importantly, produce yields from their
marketing investments.

This has forced the CMO into becoming
the champion of the customer within
his company more than at any time in
the past.

Indeed, it’s data that allows companies
to hone in on exactly what, how, when,
why, and where consumers want their
products and services. Even media
buys are micro targeted as consumer
viewing habits increasingly favor data-rich,
consumer-directed streaming providers
such as Netfix and Hulu.

Marketing technology spending covering
automation, advertising technology, and
data and analytics is expected to increase
to more than $46 billion by 2022, up
from approximately $27 billion in 2017,
according to Forrester Research.2

In this new era, the company that treats
the customer like a king is the one that
beats the competition. In fact, in two
years’ time, 81percent of companies
expect to be competing mostly or
completely on customer experience.1
The CMO, once focused on pushing a
message out to a handful of markets,
now has to listen and cater to thousands
of individuals.
1
2

Now companies are demanding
more fscal discipline from their
CMOs as spending on marketing
technology continues to rise.

But it’s not just the cost of plugand-play tools within the marketing
department. The shift to a customercentric organization is driving some of the
most signifcant capital expenditures in
technology outside of marketing as well
driven by companies’ desire to engage
with consumers on a hyper-personalized
basis, from the front end to the back
offce. Understandably, executive boards
expect returns on that spend.

$46 bn
2022

$27 bn
2017

Marketing technology
spending covering automation,
advertising technology, and
data and analytics is expected
to increase to more than
$46 billion by 2022, up from
approximately $27 billion in 2017,
according to Forrester Research.2

Key Findings From the Gartner Customer Experience Survey, Gartner, March 16, 2018
The US Marketing Technology And Services Outlook, 2017 to 2022, Forrester Research, April 23, 2018
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The bumpy transition of the
marketing organization
Even as marketers have grown more accustomed to
proving ROI, CMOs still encounter obstacles to justifying
their marketing budget and, ultimately, their worth.
For one, a number of companies have
purchased and implemented marketing
automation and other software only to
realize later that they don’t know how to
use them, or at least, how to use them
to their full potential. Additionally, it’s one
thing to understand the importance of
data in a customer-centric organization,
but it’s another to build the horsepower
to actually harness it into meaningful and
actionable insights.
Part of the issue is that the data required
to feed automated marketing systems
is often unstructured or incomplete,
and therefore, unusable. Meanwhile, a
lack of informed customer journeys for
the automation to follow—for example,
whom to send what communication
to and when—creates a customer
experience that may be automated but
falls short of expectations.

Trigger emails and communications
are mismatched or even meaningless.
Ultimately, the quality of the data
enables and informs the personalization
at the heart of a customer-centric
marketing organization.
Finally, not all organizations have made the
cultural transition to customer centricity.
The marketing organization can only go so
far without support from other disciplines,
and especially from corporate leaders.

“I think the ‘Mad Men’ kind of
marketer has gone away, but
there’s still this progression
companies have to go through
to get to customer centricity.”
Julio J. Hernandez
Principal, Customer Advisory Leader,
KPMG LLP
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Failure to demonstrate value
quickly is one reason why the
CMO has the shortest tenure in
the C-suite.
Before the rest of the C-suite started
paying greater attention to customer
experience and engagement, it was
the CMO’s job. But the CMO was likely
approaching customer experience from
the outside in and at arm’s length: how
customers view the company’s brand.
That was before the proliferation and
digitalization of venues in which to
interact with the customer. Key opinion
leaders and infuencers, for example,
didn’t have a global stage a decade ago
such as they do today with the use of
digital and social platforms.
To that end, the CMO’s role is starting to
be challenged by a host of newly created
disciplines, including Chief Customer
Offcer, Chief Experience Offcer, and
Chief Growth Offcer. Some CMOs have
transitioned into these roles; others have
seen responsibilities displaced by them.
Many leading companies have axed the
CMO role altogether.
That’s bad news when CMOs already
are seemingly the most dispensable of
the C-suite. They have a limited window
to demonstrate their value; Forrester
predicts that CEOs will terminate at
least 30 percent of their CMOs for not
displaying the skills needed in this new
environment.3
CMOs in the age of the customer must
acquire and hone the additional skills
required to advocate for, build, and
nurture a customer-centric organization,
with a clear fnancial return.

The US Marketing Technology And Services Outlook, 2017 to 2022, Forrester
Research, April 23, 2018.

3
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The expanding
role of the CMO
CMOs are taking on broader accountability for areas
beyond traditional marketing, including customer
service, supply chain, and technology.
Pure brand marketing is making way for
increased importance placed on data
analytics, personalization, and customer
experience. It can be a leap for traditional
CMOs to go from appreciating that a
change is underway to an outright shift
in their entire approach to marketing.
But, with a steady fnger on the pulse
of the customer, the CMO - out of all
the members of the C-suite - is perhaps
the best advocate for the customer
throughout the entire organization.

“CMOs might have a great
brand and brand perception.
They can control that. But
in terms of actual customer
experience, they’re going to
have to be advocates for the
customer throughout the
organization. That needs to be
their job.”
Jason D. Galloway
Advisory Managing Director,
Customer Solutions, KPMG LLP

The CMO is also critical to
establishing and maintaining what
we call the “connected enterprise.”
A truly customer-centric company
has to align its front, middle, and
back offce to not only execute on
outstanding customer experience, but do
it economically.
Brand, products and services, customer
interactions, and employees all must work
in concert. If marketing has established
a strong brand but the customer service
center has long wait times or the latest
release has been recalled, the customer
experience disintegrates.

A CMO can be the true
connector of the C-Suite on
customer-centricity.
Given that the entire C-suite needs to put
the customer at the center of everything
they do, the CMO is uniquely positioned
to help educate and coordinate a
company’s customer-focused endeavors.
The CMO’s understanding of customer
buying habits and access to data can
greatly inform how the company performs
along the entire customer journey.
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Gold standards in customer centricity
The following companies receive high marks
on what we calls the “Six Pillars of Customer
Experience Excellence”: personalization, integrity,
expectations, resolution, empathy, and time
and effort.

They can bridge the gap between the
front offce functionality of marketing for
sales and services leveraging the deepest
understanding of what the customer
really wants out of the business.
For example, the CMO might talk to the
Chief Sales Offcer to discuss issues in
the supply chain impacting the customer
experience or to the head of HR about
how customer-facing employees should
embody the brand. This assumes, of
course, that traditional silos aren’t getting
in the way.

“I see CMOs playing a bigger
role around understanding
the customer, trying to drive
customer insights, translating
those customer insights
into strategies and tactics,
and then really trying to
orchestrate that across the
customer lifecycle.”
Julio J. Hernandez
Principal, Customer Advisory Leader,
KPMG LLP

Overall, the CMO’s role is
becoming much more holistic.
The more deeply intertwined the CMO
becomes in improving the customer
experience, the more his or her
contribution is tied to driving revenue
growth, and the more opportunities he
or she has to prove marketing’s value
to leadership.

PURE Insurance is one company that turns hard data into a personal
touch. The insurer understands that homeowners facing a crisis want
easy access to information and peace of mind. PURE monitors dangerous
weather forecasts and contacts its customers before the storm hits with
all of the contact and policy information they need—just in case. And, for
those affected, the insurer’s message is that they trust the customer to go
ahead and fx or purchase what’s necessary, the paperwork can come later.
Because PURE targets high net-worth homeowners, it knows its usual
customer is not looking to take advantage of the company for a few thousand
dollars. And for that, PURE wins their customers’ loyalty with very little
traditional marketing and advertising.

Chick-fl-A understands that customer experience directly impacts brand
perception and loyalty. Few brands enjoy the deep customer devotion that this
fast-food chain does. Diners report the same friendly service regardless of which
restaurant they visit, due to the company’s focus on hiring the right people and
’ customer-centric
training them to put the customer frst. Thanks to Chick-fl-As
attitude, one of their retail operators came up with the wildly successful “Family
Challenge” that speaks right to the heart of the company’s family values brand:
Lock your phone in a “Cell Phone Coop” for the entire meal and win a free ice
cream cone.

USAA is a perennially successful customer-centric fnancial services frm that
orchestrates the entire customer experience. They talk about the importance
of the customer, typically current and former military personnel, and back it
up by hiring from this same demographic group who can connect deeply with
customers about the unique challenges of military families. USAA also slices and
dices massive amounts of data to inform everything from the development of
digital applications to their highly personalized communications.

Read more about the Six Pillars in our report
“Tomorrow’s experience, today: Harnessing
a customer frst approach in a changing world."
”
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The CMO’s
customercentric checklist
CMOs can take the following actions
to create a truly customer-centric
marketing organization and support
their company’s efforts to create the
ideal customer experience.

“As a CMO, if you really want to
manage the customer experience,
you’re going to have to do it
through the power of infuence.”
Jason D. Galloway
Advisory Managing Director, Customer Solutions, KPMG LLP
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2

Advocate for the importance
of the customer to the organization.
The CMO must talk to his or her colleagues about
how each customer is a valuable asset based
on a relationship, not just a person at the other
end of a single transaction. Considered assets,
those customers can and should then be nurtured
over time.

3

Use data to paint a clear picture of the
customer for the rest of the company.
Follow the customer through the entire company
lifecycle, understand potential points of failure
along the way, and share lessons learned. Bring
data to life to offer colleagues the deepest
possible understanding of who the customer is,
what he or she wants, why he or she wants it, and
how he or she wants to interact with the company.
Continue to fnd new data points and innovate
ways to leverage data.

4

Bridge the gap between all of the
disciplines that could impact the
customer experience.
It’s one thing for a company to claim it is focused
on the customer, but that’s true only if every
department is organized around actually delivering
on that promise. With access to customer
feedback and an eye on maintaining a strong
presence in the marketplace, the CMO can be—
and often is—an internal customer experience
consultant to the C-suite and the leading driver of
a customer-centric culture in his or her company.

4

10

Mind the budget.
CMO turnover has remained high in great part
because many marketers still haven’t gotten their
arms around Marketing Return on Investment
(MROI). At frst it was reticence to share details
and then justify spending; now the hesitance often
includes a lack of fnancial chops. MasterCard
CMO Raja Rajamannar has been among the
most vocal marketers on the need to combine
fnancial acumen with branding know-how. As he
said recently, “Because many CMOs have risen
through the creative route, much more than the
fnancial route, they are like a rabbit caught in the
headlights. They talk about jargon and marketing
KPIs, which the CFO and CEO could care less
about—they are looking for fnancial results.”4

Adweek, Mastercard CMO Raja Rajamannar On Financial Acumen, Credibility And Giving Back, Nadine Dietz (February 27, 2018)
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6

Know your best chances of
winning, and pick your spots.
As part of driving proftability, CMOs also need to
fgure out what the company’s value proposition
is, articulate it, and move the organization to
understand where and how to win with focused
efforts. For example, CMOs should identify which
customers are the greatest sources of proft.
Understanding this provides insight into where the
franchise should be headed, beyond simply what
is selling well today.

Gather data outside the typical
sources, and leverage technology
for deeper analysis.
Consider looking beyond customer-specifc data
to include marketplace trends and analysis, such
as macro trends and details on the competition.
Watch what customers do, not just what they say
in focus groups. For example, what customers
tell their friends is more valuable than what
they tell the company, the details of which
can be found via social media tools. Finally, by
combining data analytics with artifcial intelligence
and cognitive machine learning, companies
can drill down into micro segments for a truly
personalized experience.

“Emotional connections still play a role in consumer
buying behavior. I don’t want anyone to think that
marketing now is only about science. Creativity and
emotion are still important, it’s just that you need to have
more. You need to have the science—and the art.”
Julio J. Hernandez
Principal, Customer Advisory Leader, KPMG LLP
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Incorporate purpose.
Understand that today’s consumers want to buy
more than a product or service; they want to buy
an idea, a promise. Younger generations have been
vocal about their desire to support companies that
stand for something, but the data show that this
appeal spans generations. Of course, it’s a fne
line, as one company’s purpose has the potential
to alienate a signifcant segment of buyers. Nike’s
ads featuring Colin Kaepernick and Chick-fl-A’s
Sunday closings have plenty of detractors. At the
same time, these companies’ actions and words
speak deeply to certain consumers and build
signifcant loyalty. The CMO has to know their
customer base well enough to tread between
signifcant risk and great reward.

Talk about successes.
Say what you’re going to do and describe how
it’s going to your internal audiences, keeping a
scorecard to identify areas to improve. In part this
is to make sure the CMO is valued for good work
done, but it’s also because the brand promise
should be “contagious.” As the brand evangelist,
the CMO should be talking about brand and
customer experience accomplishments all of the
time, and making sure they’re incorporated into
everything a company does.

9

Be all of the above and still
generate the big ideas.
In-depth analytics, a productive and agile
marketing organizational structure, frequent
communications—all of these efforts will carry the
CMO far, but they can’t replace the passion that
a powerful brand carries. Don’t let data get in the
way of making connections with the customer
through emotional experiences.
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Defining success in
a customer-centric
organization
CMOs should keep in mind several measures of
progress in establishing customer centricity.

“I think it comes
down to data and
analytics, and
measuring the return
on investment. That’s
how you go back and
prove your worth.”

1

First, clearly, the company’s revenues should
be growing, and the CMO should be able to
point to his or her role in it.

2

Second, data should indicate strong customer
loyalty. This includes metrics that represent
the voice of the customer: net promoter and
customer satisfaction scores, attrition, etc.

3

Third, the marketing organization should be
operating effciently, executing programs in
a cost-effective way and getting the biggest
bang for investments made.

4

Finally, traditional marketing metrics are
still important, defned by a strong brand,
differentiation and customer awareness.

Jason D. Galloway
Advisory Managing Director, Customer
Solutions, KPMG LLP
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Overcoming challenges
A number of CMOs are trying to cover all
of the bases described above, but only at a
cursory level. Or, they are going in deep in
one or two areas and neglecting the rest.
Some simply don’t have the staff and
resources. In a tight job market and
with increasing emphasis on leveraging
data analytics, experts with the skills
to harness marketing and advertising
technology and apply design thinking
and agile execution are diffcult to hire
and retain.
At the same time, change is rampant
across customers, competitors, partners,
technology and regulations. Navigating
these forces is challenging.

“Over the last 25 years, the
Chief Marketing Offcer has
begun to think more about
the customer lifecycle in
its completeness, and they
are getting more granular in
their understanding of the
customer and the importance
of effcient execution. But by
no means are all CMOs going
broad and deep all at the
same time. There’s absolutely
a gradation across Chief
Marketing Offcers.”

Finally, there are barriers both self-made
and cultural that get in the way of pulling
the customer-centric ideals across the
company. Some marketing professionals
are not comfortable breaking outside of
their usual areas of expertise, and others
who try to do so may meet resistance
from those who don’t want marketing
treading on their territory. Indeed,
breaking down those silos may be among
the CMO’s greatest challenges.

Julio J. Hernandez
Principal, Customer Advisory Leader,
KPMG LLP
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How we can help
Our team of experienced marketing, data analytics, and technology professionals can
help CMOs and their marketing organizations make the transition from soley brandfocused, big idea generators of the past to also embrace and enable the customercentric expertise of today.

We work with companies across multiple sectors to help them do the following:

Defne the customer journey.
The evolution to a customercentric organization begins
with the deepest possible
understanding of the customer
experience. We help companies
uncover what their customers
are thinking and feeling
throughout their interactions
with the brand, identifying
potential friction points as
they go.

Drive the greatest returns from
their marketing investment.
We often work with companies
on a marketing “health check”
to determine if they have the
right technology and other
capabilities in place to match
current and future needs,
and if investments in the
operations are well-planned
and make sense. We also work
with organizations to improve
marketing planning, spending,
and fnancial reporting.

Sift through myriad
technologies to fnd the right
solution and successfully
implement it.
Technology innovations debut
daily, and the number of
platforms in the market can be
overwhelming. We keep a pulse
on the latest solutions, learn
the needs of your organization
so we can fnd the right
service providers, avoid over
investment, and help make sure
investments are implemented as
designed and put to good use.

“
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Get the company’s arms
around the data.
A number of companies have
vast amounts of valuable
but unusable data. Our data
analytics professionals help
companies inventory what
they have, what they need,
and how to organize it to feed
the analytics capabilities and
produce the customer insights
they’re looking for.

Transform the marketing
organization to drive the endto-end customer experience.
We work with CMOs and their
key people to bridge the gap
between traditional marketing
skills and the knowledge that is
required to connect front, middle
and back offce for a seamless
customer experience. We bring
our fnancial acumen, marketing
technology, and operations
experience together to build a
connected enterprise which can
drive proftable growth.
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Why work with KPMG?

Today’s customers are better informed, better
connected, and more demanding than ever before.
Customer experience is overtaking price and product as
the number one brand differentiator.
Organizations are investing record
amounts on customer-related initiatives,
but not all are seeing a credible return
on investment.
KPMG combines expertise in strategy
through implementation—as well as
far-reaching industry and functional
knowledge—to create better customer
outcomes that produce better business
returns. We help our clients improve their
marketing capabilities and align around
a shared customer agenda and life cycle
across the marketing, sales, service and
commerce functions. And we assist them
with connecting the middle and back
offce to the growth imperative.

The resulting organization is closer to its
customers and can deliver interactions
that are seamless, responsive, relevant,
and consistent, helping the company build
greater loyalty and share of wallet.
From ambition to implementation,
KPMG works alongside organizations
on their journey to become customercentric, balance cost against customer
satisfaction, and capture opportunities to
increase revenue.
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Get connected now!

KPMG can help your organization evolve into a
connected enterprise that meets the demands of today’s
informed, connected consumers.
Why KPMG?
We know how your business works and
we know how to get things done. Our
global network of talented professionals
combine technical brand governance
know-how with practical business
experience in consumer-facing industries,
helping your organization address
each capability across the connected
enterprise—down to the detail—in the
right context for your business functions.

KPMG is a market
leader in helping
our clients evolve
into a connected
enterprise:
• Forrester Wave™: Business
Transformation Consultancies,
Q3 2017
• HfS Blueprint Report: Digital
Technology Strategy and
Consultancy Services, 2017
• IDC MarketScape: KPMG is a
leader in digital transformation
consulting and systems
integrations services

Is your business a
connected enterprise?
Try our free diagnostic
tool to fnd out.
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Julio Hernandez has more than 20 years of management
consulting experience. Julio focuses on helping drive proftable
growth for his clients, marketing, sales and service strategy and
transformation, and enterprise analytics. He has served clients
globally across multiple industries, including consumer goods,
retail, health care, telecommunications, and energy.
As the U.S. Customer Advisory leader and Global Customer
Center of Excellence lead, Julio focuses on helping management
teams think about how to engage the marketplace and attract,
convert, and keep customers to fuel proftable growth. He
works with companies to help them design and deliver relevant
customer experiences that drive engagement and result in
sustainable customer relationships.

Jason Galloway has more than 13 years of experience helping
clients transform their marketing organization to improve
their marketing capabilities, align around a shared customer
agenda and life cycle to meet their customers’ ever-changing
needs. Jason’s engagements include marketing transformation,
marketing operations, customer journey design, digital asset
management, large-scale global implementations, change
management and managed services across healthcare,
insurance, retail and other industries in the United States and
around the globe.

Julio has multiple patents and patents pending for both customer
experience and analytics; and he has commented frequently on
the customer experience for media including the Financial Times
and Forbes.
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